THE REVOLUTIONARY

BLADEM
LED Displays Simplified!

Meet our groundbreaking BladeM, our new full-color 9mm with industry best pricing! We are perpetually improving our display and software technology to offer you industry best reliability, performance, and customer satisfaction.
The market’s best pricing on a high resolution display.

We’ve listened to the market and **BladeM** is what Sign Shops have been asking for; improved value, more margin, higher resolutions, and rock solid reliability.

With display content getting more complex, **higher resolutions are necessary** to deliver impactful messaging and to leverage live video streams, news and social feeds.
BladeM simply has more pixels!

3-5x

Traditional 4x8 20mm LED display
6,272 pixels

Traditional 4x8 16mm LED display
9,216 pixels

BladeM 4x8 9mm LED display
32,768 pixels
Advanced solid-state technology, no internal moving parts that can fail.

No moving parts and remote diagnostics... means fewer service calls. Keep your team focused on growing new business, while our displays improve your reputation and bottom line.
Traditional displays vs. our solid-state BladeM

50+ components to drive an image to the display!

1 controller to drive an image to our display!
Future-proof modular architecture.

Our patented modular system allows you to **easily expand or upgrade** an existing display as technology or your customer’s needs change. It’s also great for retrofits.
72-hour turnaround time, so you can get paid quicker.

Instead of waiting 2-4 months (the industry average), you can order a display on a Monday and install by Friday!

With our headquarters and manufacturing facility in Maine, we’ve reduced shipping to just 72 hours!
60% lighter than the competition, which makes the install process a breeze.

Our modular architecture and aluminum frame system make our displays the lightest on the market.

Traditional 5x10’ display: 650 Pounds
Cirrus 5x10’ display: 210 Pounds
Lifetime cloud software training and support for your customer, so you don’t have to.

Focus on growing your business and let us handle software support and training. When your customer purchases a Cirrus LED, we handle implementation and continued support/training for the life of the display.

Our ScreenHub software has been labeled as the industry’s best! Simple and easy to use... developed by an in house team, perpetually improving the platform.